
Essence Bracelet 
 

 
 

Designed by Denise Yezbak Moore 
Featuring Bead Gallery® beads 

Available exclusively at 
www.halcraftcollection.com 

 



Materials:  
01 Bead Gallery® Philippine natural brown cockle shell beads (14974) 
01 Bead Gallery® Philippine mother of pearl 16mm amber lentil beads 
           (17102) 
03 Bead Gallery® glass amber translucent luster faceted 8mm round  
           (10394) 
03 Bead Gallery® glass rondell silver luster faceted 4x6mm rondell 
           (10309) 
03 Bead Gallery® leopard skin jasper round beads (10690) 
03  Bead Gallery® unakite round beads 6mm (10828) 
05 Bead Gallery® silver plated smooth round beads 3mm (12182) 
03 Bead Gallery® semi-precious rhodonite (C grade) round beads 
           6mm (12447)  
02 Bead Gallery® travertine light green coated Czech glass fire 
           polished faceted round 6mm (15544) 
02 Bead Gallery® bleached mother of pearl tube 5x6mm beads 
          (15188) 
01       Philippine natural tiger’s eye shell beads 25mm flower (19045) 
02 silver tone eye pins 
01 silver tone small lobster clasp 
01 silver tone head pin 
01 silver tone 8mm jump ring 
15”     Brown waxed linen cording 3-ply  
 
Tools: 
Beadalon classic nipper tool (JTNIP1) 
Beadalon slim line round nose pliers (201A-014) 
Beadalon 2 slim line chain nose pliers (201A-011) 
G-S Hypo Cement (JA-GSHYPO) 
 
Time: 1 hour 
 
Level Of Difficulty: Intermediate 
 
Instructions: 
 

1. Using eye pin, string cockle shell and form a simple 
loop. 

2. Using eye pin, string mother of pearl lentil and form a 
simple loop. Connect loop to cockle shell loop. 

3. Cut 15” of cording. 
4. Pass cording through mother of pearl loop, and form 

a simple knot. Wrap cording around knot, and form a 
second simple knot. 



5. Trim short end and dab knot with glue. 
6. String (3mm spacer, amber 8mm, silver rondelle, 

leopard skin jasper, unakite, 3mm spacer, rhodonite, 
Czech 6mm, mother of pearl tube) repeat 1 time. 

7.  String 3mm spacer, amber 8mm, silver rondelle, 
leopard skin jasper, 8mm jump ring, and form a 
simple knot. 

8. Move down a tad, form overhand knot, string 
unakite, 3mm spacer, rhodonite, and form an 
overhand knot. Trim end and fray. 

9. Connect lobster clasp to cockle shell loop. 
10. Using head pin, string shell flower and form a simple 

loop. 
11. Connect loop to 8mm jump ring. 


